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ABSTRACT
A novel attack model is proposed against the existing wire-
less link-based source identification, which classifies packet
sources according to the physical-layer link signatures. A
link signature is believed to be a more reliable indicator
than an IP or MAC address for identifying packet source,
as it is generally harder to modify/forge. It is therefore
expected to be a future authentication against imperson-
ation and DoS attacks. However, if an attacker is equipped
with the same capability/hardware as the authenticator to
process physical-layer signals, a link signature can be eas-
ily manipulated by any nearby wireless device during the
training phase. Based on this finding, we propose an at-
tack model, called the analog man-in-the-middle (AMITM)
attack, which utilizes the latest full-duplex relay technol-
ogy to inject semi-controlled link signatures into authorized
packets and reproduce the injected signature in the fabri-
cated packets. Our experimental evaluation shows that with
a proper parameter setting, 90% of fabricated packets are
classified as those sent from an authorized transmitter. A
countermeasure against this new attack is also proposed for
the authenticator to inject link-signature noise by the same
attack methodology.

1. INTRODUCTION
The identification of packet sources is important in a wire-

less network since each packet is broadcasted over the air
and can be intercepted and modified by any nearby devices.
For example, one critical function of a modern wireless in-
trusion detection system (WIDS) is to detect packets sent
from rogue wireless devices by deploying wireless sensors
and analyzing spectrum usage [1]. However, unlike a wire-
line network which can classify a packet source by tracking
its wired input port, it is challenging for a wireless network
to figure out who sent the packet since there is no wireline
constraint. Moreover, common identifiers, such as IP and
MAC addresses, can be easily modified via software (e.g.,
by ifconfig). Even though the decoded packet can be au-
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thenticated later by a cryptosystem, receiving packets from
an unauthorized source (in the link layer) is shown to cre-
ate numerous potential threats in wireless networks. For
example, injecting a fake management frame can be used
to exploit a known 802.11 vulnerability [31] and replaying
legitimate packets can easily cause a denial-of-service (DoS)
attack [25]. These threats of injecting packets as authorized
users are commonly known as identity-based attacks [36].
This problem becomes severer when devices (e.g., in sensor
networks) have only limited computation resource as the
cost of distributing secret keys and crypto validation is too
high to be affordable [29].

One way to stop the identity-based attack is to authenti-
cate transmitters by comparing physical-layer fingerprints.
That is, the receiver can record the physical-layer finger-
prints of authorized transmitters and reject packets sent
from those with unrecognizable fingerprints. Two types of
physical-layer fingerprints have been explored to distinguish
transmitters: hardware- and link-based signatures. For ex-
ample, modulation deviation and clock skew caused by hard-
ware imperfection have been proven as a unique signature
even when devices are built by the same manufacturer [4,
11, 13]. The link signature like received signal strength
(RSS) or channel fading caused by multipath environments
varies from location to location, so the difference between
the attacker and the authorized transmitters can be easily
identified [15, 29, 34, 35]. In this paper, we focus on the
vulnerability of link-based source identification because the
hardware-based signature (not coupled with the transmit-
ter’s location) has been shown to be easily estimated and
reproduced [4, 14].

To attack the wireless networks protected by link-based
source identification, we propose a novel attack model, called
the analog man-in-the-middle (AMITM) attack, which can
fabricate authorized link signatures in the analog signal do-
main. Unlike other known attacks under the assumption
that the link signature of an authorized user is known (or
at least partially known) so the attacker can mimic this
link signature [8, 22, 28], AMITM injects a semi-controlled
link signature in the training phase and reproduces it later.
AMITM is a more practical attack since it neither relies on
the presumed knowledge of authorized transmitters’ signa-
tures nor requires the receiver’s cooperation.

Injection of a link signature during the training phase is
the key to fabricate a packet with AMITM. AMITM exploits
the latest full-duplex relay design [9] to simultaneously sniff
and relay the authorized packets during the update of link
signatures. (Link signatures need periodic updates due to
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Figure 1—CSI varies with location due to multipath
fading. In this example, CSI is collected by two devices
only 30cm apart from each other.

environmental variations [26, 29].) AMITM is different from
the jam-and-replay attack (which can be thought as a dig-
ital man-in-the-middle attack) because the whole packet is
not decoded and retransmitted, but only the physical-layer
signal is processed and relayed at the same time during the
genuine packet’s transmission. Thus, it is unnecessary to
stop the link between the authorized users and the receiver
by suspicious spectrum jamming. This property makes it
hard to detect AMITM since the attacked wireless spectrum
and traffic exhibit normal characteristics, but only the link
signature is modified.

AMITM is not the first attack targeting the training phase
of link-based source identification, but its novel full-duplex
design makes it a powerful generalization of other existing
attacks. For example, the attack based on forging link sig-
natures in the training phase [18] can only hide the change
of the attacker’s location but cannot impersonate the au-
thorized users (see Section 7 for details). To the best of
our knowledge, AMITM is the first attack exploiting the
full-duplex relay technology to inject a link signature and
reproduce it in the fabricated packets.

This paper makes the following four contributions:

• The first analog man-in-the-middle attack fabricating link
signatures as those sent from authorized users without
knowledge of the genuine link signatures;

• Prototype implementation on software-defined radios;

• Evaluation and demonstration of AMITM’s strength using
real-world link traces collected from commercial devices;

• Proposal of a countermeasure to mitigate AMITM with-
out the modification of transmitter devices.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduces the principle of link-based source identifi-
cation and our attack model. The details of AMITM attack
and its analysis are provided in Section 3. Section 4 presents
our prototype implementation, while Section 5 describes our
evaluation setting and experimental results. Section 6 dis-
cusses countermeasures against AMITM, while Section 7
summarizes other related work. We discuss future directions
and conclude the paper in Sections 8 and 9, respectively.

2. BACKGROUND AND SYSTEM MODEL
We first describe the link-based source identification and

then present our proposed attack model, AMITM.
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Figure 2—Link-based source identification process.
If the attacker tries to send forged packets after the link
signature of an authorized transmitter is remembered, the
packet will be dropped immediately because of an inconsis-
tent link signature in the forged packets.

2.1 Link Signature
Link-based source identification utilizes the wireless chan-

nel characteristics to distinguish transmitters. For example,
the received signal strength (RSS) decays proportionally to
the distance between a transmitter and a receiver, so the
RSS of packets received at different receivers can be used to
determine the transmitter’s location and its identity [6, 36].
Since each received packet only provides one RSS estimation,
and the attenuation varies with the transmission power, RSS
is usually considered neither accurate nor unique in identify-
ing a packet source [23]. To improve the identification gran-
ularity further, channel state information (CSI) or channel
impulse response (CIR) is used as an alternative for link
signature [29, 34] due to its fast spatial de-correlation. As
shown in Fig. 1, since the received signal is the combination
of all delayed and attenuated copies of a sent signal, it com-
bines constructively at certain frequencies and destructively
at the others, generating a unique channel characteristic.
This phenomenon is also known as frequency selective (mul-
tipath) fading. CSI-based source identification can also be
extended to multiple receivers/antennas. For example, the
angle-of-arrival (AoA) estimated by multiple antennas also
forms a unique signature for each transmitter [35]. How-
ever, as will be introduced later, these link signatures (e.g.,
RSS or CSI) are vulnerable to the proposed AMITM attack
since a genuine link signature can be stealthily modified by
an attack node equipped with full-duplex capability.

2.2 Source Identification Process
Fig. 2 shows a general process to identify a packet source

based on link signature. The link signature of an authorized
packet is saved in a database after the packet is validated by
a cryptosystem. When a new packet is received, a receiver
will check if its link signature matches the one in the saved
database. If the received link signature is different from the
saved one, the received packet will be dropped immediately,
thus preventing impersonation or DoS attacks. On the other
hand, if the link signature matches the saved one, the packet
will be decoded and this new signature can be updated in
the database. However, in reality, the link signature changes
over time because of environmental variations even if the lo-
cation of the transmitter remains fixed. This phenomenon
is more pronounced in a mobile environment [29]. Thus, for
any link-based source identification, the receiver needs to up-
date link signature periodically. By exploiting this feature,
AMITM can easily and gradually inject semi-controlled sig-
natures into authorized packets. The receiver is unable to
tell if the link signature change is caused by environmental
variations or the signals injected by AMITM.
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Figure 3—AMITM attack model. During the training
stage, an authorized packet is sniffed by the attack node and
relayed during the packet’s transmutation, thus modifying
the link signature estimated at the receiver.

2.3 Attack System Model
Fig. 3 shows the system model of AMITM attack. As

shown in this figure, we assume the full-duplex attack node
is able to sniff the genuine packet, amplify the sniffed signal
by w, and relay the amplified signal with delay d. At a high
level, AMITM utilizes a similar radio methodology to the
well-known vehicle signal relay attack [19], but it is designed
specifically to fabricate packets with the authorized link sig-
natures. See Section 7 for the comparison of AMITM with
other attacks based on manipulating phyiscal-layer signals.

The relay delay in AMITM is assumed shorter than the
time of a WiFi symbol to ensure the received packet is
decodable. Packets are assumed to have been modulated
with OFDM, as it is the most popular 802.11 standard. In
OFDM, the channel of each subcarrier is modeled by a com-
plex coefficient and the CSI is composed by the channels over
subcarriers. Let Hi

tr denote the channel coefficient from the
transmitter to the receiver on the i-th subcarrier. Since sub-
carriers are orthogonal to each other, we omit the superscript
i for succinct representation. Likewise, Hta and Har denote
the channel coefficients from the transmitter to the attack
node and the channel coefficient from the attack node to the
receiver, respectively. Under this setting, the received link
signature at the receiver is a complex weighted combination
of a genuine link signature and an injected signature.

2.4 Attack Process
AMITM injects a semi-controlled link signature during the

training phase and reproduces this injected link signature in
the identifying phase. As shown in Fig. 4, with the help of
a full-duplex attack node, every packet sent from the autho-
rized transmitter is injected with a relayed signal, thus mak-
ing the link signature different from its original characteris-
tics. Since every authorized packet gets the same injection,
the received link signature is consistent over time. More-
over, since the processed signal is relayed within the symbol
time, the whole packet is still decodable at the receiver, thus
incurring minimal performance degradation during the at-
tack. In some cases, the decoded SNR with a full-duplex
relay is even 20dB better than the original SNR [9]. These
properties make it difficult for the receiver to detect AMITM
because, from the receiver’s perspective, there is no differ-
ence from normal transmissions but only the received signal
strength may be higher.

If a fabricated packet (i.e., the packet sent only from the
attack node) is received, the packet will be classified, with
a high probability, as the one sent from an authorized user
because part of the received link signature matches the saved
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Figure 4—Attacked source identification. Since part
of link signature in the authorized packet is modified by
the attacker, the fabricated packet with a similar injected
signature has a high probability to pass the link-based source
identification.

signature. The similarity of link signatures in the fabricated
and authorized packets will be discussed in the following
sections.

2.5 Full-duplex Attack Node
A full-duplex attack node is the most important compo-

nent in AMITM, which needs to sniff, process, and relay the
analog signal of authorized packets during an ongoing trans-
mission. Otherwise, the signature would not be injected at
a correct time, making the packet undecodable. There are
implementation challenges for a full-duplex attack node to
receive and relay a signal at the same time, but they do
not restrict the realization of AMITM since the necessary
functionality falls within the scope of traditional full-duplex
design. For example, AMITM can directly deploy the exist-
ing full-duplex relay node introduced in [9, 12], which was
originally designed to broaden WiFi transmission. Thus,
in this paper, we focus on the impact of potential attacks
realizable with this full-duplex relay technology, not its im-
plementation.

Even though the existing full-duplex design can support
the required functionality of attack node, the performance
of AMITM depends heavily on the design parameter tuning,
such as the selection of relay delay and amplification. For ex-
ample, traditional full-duplex relay design enforces the sent
and relayed signals combined constructively at the receiver,
thus increasing the received signal strength. But AMITM
achieves better performance when the sent and relayed sig-
nals received are orthogonal to each other because the pur-
pose of AMITM is to inject and forge link signatures, rather
than increasing the received SNR.

3. AMITM ATTACK ANALYSIS
We analyze the effectiveness of AMITM based on the sys-

tem model in Fig. 3. We will discuss the signature-injection
process, packet-fabrication process, and the performance un-
der different parameter settings.

3.1 Link-Signature Injection
Suppose the payload of the original packet sent from an

authorized user is x and its frequency-domain channel re-
sponse at the receiver is Htr, then the received signal, yr, at
the receiver is:

yr = Htrx+ nr, (1)

where nr ∼ CN (0, σr) is a complex Gaussian noise with
zero mean and σr variance. In the case of 802.11 probing
process, the sent signal x is set to a known training sequence
so that the receiver can easily derive the channel response,
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Accommodating the attack setting to ensure link-signature changes to be not greater than these natural variations makes it
difficult to detect AMITM because it is unable to know if an observed link-signature change is caused by an injected signal.

Htr, by dividing the received signal yr by this known x to get
Ĥr = yr/x. The sent signal is also received at the AMITM
attack node as ya = Htax + na, where Hta is the channel
response from the transmitter to the attacker, and na is the
zero-mean receiving noise at the attacker with variance σa.
When this sniffed signal is relayed by a full-duplex attack
node with delay d and amplification w, the relayed signal
received at the receiver is:

yrelayed = e−j2πfdwHar(Htax+ na) + nr, (2)

where e−j2πfd is the phase change caused by the relay delay
d at the transmission frequency f . This equation is valid
only when the delay is less than the WiFi symbol time.
In 802.11a/g/n, this symbol time is about 400ns, which
is shown to be sufficient for full-duplex to relay a signal
within the symbol time, thus causing no inter-symbol inter-
ference [9]. Since the signal is relayed within the WiFi sym-
bol time, the received signal at the receiver is a combination
of genuine and relayed signals as yinjected = yr + yrelayed.
Once the receiver uses this polluted signal to derive the chan-
nel response by dividing the received signal by x (known).
The estimated channel response under AMITM attack is:

Ĥinjected = Htr + e−j2πfdwHar(Hta + n′a) + n′r, (3)

where n′r and n′a are the received noises following the same
distribution as nr and na since the WiFi probing sequence
is modulated with BPSK. As shown in this equation, part of
the estimated channel response at the receiver is controlled
by the injected link signature, e−j2πfdwHarHta. We call this
a semi-controlled injected signature because Har and Hta
are the genuine channel responses, which are characterized
by the surrounding environment. However, as also shown
in this equation, the relay amplification and the received
phase difference, we−j2πfd, are under the attacker’s control
by setting different w and d. For example, the attacker may
select a large w which makes the injected signature domi-
nate the genuine signature, but a very large w might make
AMITM easily detectable. Thus, a proper parameter tuning
helps fabricate packets with the authorized link signatures
and avoid being identified by the receiver, as discussed in
the following sections.

3.2 Reproduction of Injected Signatures
Since the purpose of AMITM is to fabricate packets so

that link-based source identification may classify them as
sent from authorized users, the fabricated packets should

have link signatures similar to Ĥinjected. However, it is im-

possible for the attacker to perfectly reproduce Ĥinjected as
Htr (i.e., the genuine CSI) is only known to the receiver.
Nevertheless, the attacker can still try to reproduce the in-
jected signature as much as possible. For example, suppose
the attacker wants to fabricate a packet with payload x and
the sent signal is z. Instead of naively sending z = x which
makes the received link signature equal to Har (different
from Hinjected), the attacker can transform the fabricated
signal z to wHtax and add an additional delay d after the
data transmission starts. The received signal of this fabri-
cated packet at the receiver is:

yfake = Harz + nr = e−j2πfdwHarHtax+ nr. (4)
The estimated channel response of this fake packet at the

receiver then becomes Ĥfake = e−j2πfdwHarHta+n′r, which
is identical to the part of the injected signature as shown in
Eq. (3). Note that the attacker is able to reproduce this sig-
nature since s/he can estimate Hta using the same channel
probing process, so this coefficient can be intentionally mul-
tiplied to x before the fake signal is sent. Moreover, even
though Har is unknown to the attacker, sending a packet
from the attacker to the receiver will impose this channel
response naturally because both the injected signal and the
fabricated packet are sent from the same device.

3.3 Attack Analysis
As shown above, the success in fabricating packets de-

pends on the similarity between the link signature of the
fabricated packet and the packet injected during the train-
ing phase. Note that only the channel amplitude, |Ĥ|, is
usually used as a link signature since the signal phase is
noisy and intractable [23, 26]. Thus, the dissimilarity be-
tween fabricated and injected packets can be estimated as
|Ĥfake| − |Ĥinjected|. If the injected signal is perfectly re-
produced in the fabricated packet (i.e., no full-duplex self-
interference), the difference between fabricated and injected
packets depends strongly on Htr, which is the genuine link
signature not under the control of and unknown to AMITM.
However, in the real world, there are 3 practical limitations
in link-based identification, thus making it hard to detect
this minor signature difference.

First, the received signal amplitude varies from packet to
packet even if the packets are sent from the same trans-
mitter due to the sampling imperfection and the automatic
gain control. Thus, normalizing link signatures is necessary
to extract a consistent signature at each receiver. For ex-



ample, as the unscaled CSI shown in Fig. 5(a), even CSI
from different packets seems following the same distribution
over subcarriers, the amplitude envelope of certain packets
is 1.5x higher than the other. Thus, adjusting the amplitude
of estimated CSI to a fixed range is shown to improve the
accuracy of source identification [23, 26, 29]. This normal-
ization also implies that injecting a signal with proper relay
amplification w will not cause a suspicious signature change
but will actually reduce the relative signature difference (af-
ter normalization), thus removing the signature dissimilarity
between the fabricated and the genuine packets.

Second, even for packets sent from the same transmitter,
link signatures are not exactly the same for different packets
due to the receive noise caused by hardware imperfections
and environmental changes. Thus, link-based source identi-
fication generally relies on thresholding the signature differ-
ence between a new received packet and the previously au-
thorized packet for classification. Some systems set a static
threshold [34, 29] while the others adjust the threshold dy-
namically [23, 26]. However, irrespective of the threshold
selection algorithm used, it is necessary to set the threshold
to be larger than the maximum link variation at the autho-
rized transmitter. Since WiFi is designed to accommodate
different link qualities (i.e., 5dB to 30dB), this threshold-
ing process provides room for AMITM to fabricate a valid
link signature even when there exists a link-signature dif-
ference between fabricated and injected packets. For exam-
ple, Fig 5(b) shows the link-signature difference inside two
transmitters, which is measured by Euclidean distance of
the normalized CSI between a newly arrived packet and the
previously received packet. In this example, the threshold
should be set to be greater than 2 in order to prevent the
rejection of the genuine packet from tx2. By leveraging this
property, once the link-signature difference between fabri-
cated and injected packets is smaller than the link variation
at the authorized transmitter, the receiver cannot tell if the
link-signature change is caused by AMITM or the estimation
errors (after normalization).

Last, the link signature changes over time even if the lo-
cation of transmitter is fixed, thus providing an attack sur-
face to inject packets even when the genuine signature is
recorded. Note if AMITM is deployed before the authorized
user appears, a relayed packet with a fixed large w is ade-
quate to keep AMITM stealthy because the receiver cannot
tell if the large received channel gain is caused by the relayed
signal or the genuine signal itself. However, if the genuine
link signature Htr is already known to the receiver, inject-
ing a signature with large w will make the receiver discover
AMITM easily because the new (injected) link signature is
significantly different from the link signature of previously
authorized packets. In such a case, gradual injection of link
signatures with an increasing value of w reduces the possibil-
ity of AMITM being discovered because the receiver doesn’t
know if the link signature change is caused by an injected
signature or environmental change. For example, Fig. 5(c)
plots the CSI difference between the packet received at time
t versus the packet received at time 0. In a static environ-
ment without any environmental change (e.g., in an office
during the weekend), the CSI difference remained similar to
each other even after 10 minutes. However, if the trace is
collected during working days (with people moving around
the test location), the CSI difference increases over time,
thus requiring a periodic update of the genuine link signa-

Figure 6—Prototype setup. A prototype is built with
WARP software-defined radios in which the analog cancel-
lation is achieved by proper antenna placements.

ture. By exploiting this property, injecting packets with
w(t) = 0.015t helps hide AMITM because the link variations
over time stay in a normal range. This one-time bootstrap
process takes only 4 minutes to inject a signature with nec-
essarily large w to make 90% of fabricated packets classified
as those sent from an authorized transmitter.

4. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
To validate the feasibility of AMITM attack, we imple-

mented a full-duplex prototype on WARP software-defined
radios [24]. WARP can control physical-layer wireless sig-
nals by its Matlab/FPGA library. The main challenge in
implementing a full-duplex attack node is the cancellation
of self-interference due to the relayed signals [5, 9, 10]. In-
stead of utilizing customized hardware, such as the analog
circuit used in FastForward [9], we chose to build a simplified
full-duplex testbed which cancels the relayed signal at the
attack node by a proper antenna placement [5]. As shown
in Fig. 6, in our prototype, the full-duplex attack node is
equipped with 3 antennas where antennas ta1 and ta2 are
used to relay the signal received at antenna ra. The relayed
signals sent from ta1 and ta2 have a similar delay profile
and attenuation at ra because ta1 and ta2 are placed half-
wavelength (12.5cm) away from ra. Based on this place-
ment, adding the relayed signals sent from ta2 with a phase
shift π cancels the interference caused by the relayed sig-
nal at ra. Note that there is an initial random phase shift
between each transmitter chain in WARP [35], so it is nec-
essary to make a one-time calibration before relaying the
signal. Assuming the difference of this initial phase shift
between the two transmitting antennas is ρ, the signal sent
from the second transmitting antenna is compensated with
a phase shift π − ρ for the proper signal cancellation. After
this analog cancellation, a standard digital cancellation that
further nullifies the received baseband signal [21] is later ap-
plied.

The ms-level delay in WARP is larger than the WiFi sym-
bol time, so it cannot relay signals in real time. In our cur-
rent prototype, we use a similar method as introduced in [16]
in which each packet is transmitted twice. The first packet
is sent only from the transmitter tx and the received signal
at ra is recorded and relayed later. In the second transmis-
sion, both the transmitter and the attack node send the orig-
inal/relayed signals to the target receiver rx. The collected
trace is later analyzed by the source-identification process
as discussed earlier. This prototype might not be used as a
commercial product but it suffices to demonstrate the capa-
bility of AMITM. In our current implementation, the sys-
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Figure 7—Prototype validation. CSI difference between
the attacker and the authorized transmitter is significantly
reduced with AMITM enabled.

tem can provide about 23dB cancellation of self-interference.
This cancellation is less effective than [5] because our test-
ing environment is full of multipath reflections as shown in
Fig. 6. Given a scenario that the SNR of the original packet
is lower than 20dB, our current implementation can relay
the signal properly with minimal impact on the signal re-
ceived at rx. Improvement of this prototype such as utiliz-
ing other self-interference cancellation technology is part of
our future work.

Fig. 7(a) shows an example of CSI received at ra, where
the difference between CSI of the transmitter and the at-
tacker can be seen clearly and utilized easily for source iden-
tification [29, 34]. However, when AMITM is enabled, this
dissimilarity is reduced significantly due to the injected sig-
nals. This phenomenon can also be seen in Fig. 7(b), which
shows the CSI difference of 100 transmissions in an hour.
For example, setting the identification threshold to 10 in
this case can differentiate the transmitter from the attacker
with a 100% probability, but it fails to distinguish packet
sources when AMITM is enabled. These results are consis-
tent with our system model as described in Section. 3.

As introduced earlier, the attack performance varies with
scenarios and parameter settings. In the validation of our
current prototype, the parameter w is set to 1 and the dis-
tances from the transmitter to the attacker and the receiver
are about 1m and 4m, respectively. The testing environ-
ment is full of multipaths but there is no significant envi-
ronment change over time. To understand the characteris-
tics of AMITM in real-life scenarios, an extensive evaluation
based on the CSI collected via commercial devices will be
presented next.

5. TRACE-DRIVEN EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of AMITM, we simulated our

attack model based on real-world CSI traces, comparing the
performance of AMITM under different parameter/topology
settings. The CSI information is acquired by the standard
802.11n probing process from HP E-series AP. The AP’s
driver is modified to send the 802.11 probing request periodi-
cally to each transmitter (i.e., tablets and smartphones) and
report the estimated CSI to our server. CSI of each transmit-
ter is recorded about every 1∼7 seconds for 2 hours. Experi-
ments are done in the office environment as shown in Fig. 8.
Both weekend (i.e., no environment change) and workday
traces are collected. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first to evaluate link-based source identification through
uncompressed 52-subcarrier CSI acquired from commercial
APs.
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Figure 8—Experimental setup. Two commercial APs
and 15 handheld devices are deployed for collecting link sig-
natures at different locations.

After acquiring CSI from a commercial AP, link-based
source identification and AMITM are simulated using Mat-
lab. We implemented the identification algorithm based
on [23, 26, 29] for the purpose of illustrating the effective-
ness of AMITM. We compared the normalized CSI using
Euclidean distance to the 5 previously received packets from
each transmitter. If the shortest distance to previous CSI is
less than a defined threshold thr, the source of current re-
ceived packet is classified as sent from the transmitter which
has the most similar CSI signature. Note that this scheme
is just an example of link-based source identification, but it
is general enough to show the effectiveness of AMITM. For
example, the RSS-based authentication introduced in [36]
follows a similar classification process, and it is also vulner-
able to the proposed attack because the link signature is
polluted stealthily in the training phase. AMITM attacks
on different link-based identification schemes are discussed
in Section 8.

During the evaluation of AMITM, one transmuter/receiver
pair is selected to simulate the full-duplex attack node. That
is, the injected signal, Htax, is the signal received at this se-
lected receiver and it is relayed by the selected transmitter
to the AP as introduced in Section 3. The full-duplex pa-
rameter setting follows the results shown in [9, 10], where
the relay delay is set to achieve the selected phase differ-
ence while satisfying the hardware limitations. Although
AMITM is not yet fully implemented in real devices, the
required capability of the attack node is just identical to
any other full-duplex relay design, such as FastForward [9],
but for a different purpose. This evaluation result can be
regarded as the optimal performance of AMITM since we
didn’t simulate the self-interference cancellation considered
in our prototype. Building a large-scale testbed of AMITM
with commercial devices is part of our future work.

Fig. 9 shows an evaluation example of the normalized CSI
with and without AMITM. As shown in this figure, when
a signal is injected as discussed earlier, the CSI difference
between the attacker and the authorized transmitter is de-
creased significantly. As shown in Fig. 7, this result is con-
sistent with our prototype validation. The only difference is
that there are three CSIs for each transmission because the
router we used is equipped with three receiving antennas,
which provide higher capability to differentiate transmitters
by their different link signatures. Nevertheless, once the CSI
difference is smaller than the receiving noise by injecting a
proper link signature, the fabricated packet has a high prob-
ability of being classified as the one sent from the authorized
transmitter.
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Figure 9—Example of AMITM attack. Before the link signature is injected, the difference of CSI between the attacker
and the victim transmitter is pronounced. Once AMITM is enabled, a fabricated packet sent from the attacker has a similar
link signature as the injected packet.
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Figure 10—Result of CSI-based identification with-
out attack. CSI-based identification in static environments
can achieve 95% TD rate with only 0.4% false detection.

5.1 Evaluation Metric
To generalize our evaluation for different classification al-

gorithms, we choose to plot the ROC curve of true detec-
tion rate (TD) and false detection rate (FD) under different
threshold settings. We define the TD rate as the probability
of the transmitter being correctly classified based on link
signature while FD rate as the probability of classifying the
packet sent from the other device as the attacked transmit-
ter. In other words, FD rate represents the attack success
rate that the fabricated packet is classified as sent from the
authorized transmitter.

5.2 Source Identification without AMITM
We first evaluate the characteristics of link-based identi-

fication without AMITM attack. The ROC curve of dis-
tinguishing 15 clients under 2 APs is plotted in Fig. 10.
When all three antennas at the receiver are used to estimate
link signature, existing link-based source identification algo-
rithms can achieve higher than 95% TD rate with only 0.4%
FD rate in a steady environment (i.e., during weekends).
The same test was also repeated during workdays where
people move around the test location. Even in this case,
link signature can still provide 93% TD rate with the same
FD rate. This high TD and low FD rates indicate that link-
based source identification can easily stop identity-based at-
tacks because fabricated packets are dropped immediately
once their link signatures do not match the saved database.
For example, an attack utilizing known WEP/WPA vulner-
ability [31] to inject fake management frames will need about
200x more efforts to make fabricated packets acceptable to
link-based source identification. Note that the performance
of this identification can be improved further by using more
antennas (i.e., more uniqueness of link signature). Our re-
sults match the performance reported in previous studies
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Figure 11—Result of AMITM attack. The attacker lo-
cated near the receiver has a higher probability to reproduce
a link signature similar to the one injected before.

[23, 26, 29], showing the real-world benefit of link-based
source identification.

5.3 AMITM Result
Fig. 11 shows the result based on the same weekend dataset

when AMITM is set to inject signal with w = 6dB and phase
difference p = π/4. As shown in this figure, if the thresh-
old is set to 2.9 for ensuring 95% authorized packets can be
correctly classified, fabricated packets can also have 61% ac-
ceptance, thanks to their similar fabricated link signatures.
This rate is significantly higher than the 0.4% FD rate with-
out AMITM. On the other hand, if thr is reduced for ensur-
ing 99.5% rejection of packets fabricated by AMITM, 55%
of authorized packets will also be dropped, thus incurring a
significant overhead. This result demonstrates the effective-
ness of AMITM, making the receiver unable to differentiate
packet sources by the link signature, because it is unclear
if the link signature variation is caused by environmental
changes or injected signals. This phenomenon is more se-
vere in a workday dataset since the link signature variation
of genuine packets increases when the environment changes.

Fig. 11(b) further decomposes the overall FD rate based
on the attack mounted at different locations to r01. In this
result, thr is set for ensuring 95% TD rate. As shown in this
figure, for attackers located in a nearby area with a strong
received gain at the receiver, such as t02, the attacker can
have a higher probability of injecting signatures effectively
because its sent signal is naturally stronger than other trans-
mitters. In contrast, an attack from far locations such as
t14 only has limited chance to inject the link signature suc-
cessfully. This result demonstrates that if the placement of
attacker is carefully deployed, only 6dB antenna gain can
make 80% of fabricated packets as sent from the authorized
transmitter.
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Figure 12—Result of attack performance with dif-
ferent settings. Higher the power coefficient w or the
larger phase offset between original transmission and in-
jected transmission, the better attack performance (i.e., a
larger FD rate for the same TD rate).

5.4 Attack Parameter Characteristics
Changing the attack parameter w and p can achieve dif-

ferent performance of AMITM attack. As derived in Sec-
tion 3, the success probability of AMITM attack increases
when w is larger and phase difference p is close to π/2 be-
cause it helps the injected signal dominate the received link
signature. However, in real-world, w cannot be increased in-
finitely due to hardware limitation. Thus, in our evaluation,
we chose w ranging from 0 to 13dB because it is possible for
the attacker to buy a high-gain antenna like [2] which pro-
vides about 0 ∼ 13dB higher gain than authorized transmit-
ter. Note handheld devices usually use low-gain (e.g., less
than 2dBi) antenna to reduce battery usage. Moreover, as
shown in the previous section, if the attack node is placed ap-
propriately, the attacker’s location can provide 10dB higher
gain than the attacked device; in this case, only a 0 ∼ 6dB
antenna gain is necessary for AMITM to successfully in-
ject and reproduce link signatures. The current setting of
AMITM is practical in showing its effectiveness. Note that
an AP is unable to identify AMITM by only monitoring re-
ceived signal strength because WiFi is designed to operate
with a wide operation range. For example, t01 shown in
Fig. 8 naturally has 15dB higher gain than t15 even with-
out an attack. Thus, it is unable to tell whether or not the
received signal is relayed and amplified.

We plot the ROC curve for different w and p settings in
Fig. 12. AMITM is shown to achieve the best performance
when w = 13dB and p = π/2, matching the derivation in
Section 3. With the setting of w = 13dB, the receiver is
unable to distinguish packets sent from the attacker and the
authorized transmitter, thus making a more than 90% of
packets falsely classified when TD rate is set to 95%. On the
other hand, if p is tuned from π/4 to π/2, FD rate with 6dB
antenna gain can be increased from 61% to 76%. Tuning p
is relatively harder than tuning w because the attack node
doesn’t get cooperation from the AP. However, it is possible
for the attacker to search for the best p by changing it and
monitoring the attack rate.

6. COUNTERMEASURES
We have shown that AMITM can breach the existing link-

based source identification once the attacker has the capa-
bility to inject proper link signatures. As shown in Section
5, this attack can be avoided naturally if the authorized
transmitters are equipped with better hardware than the at-
tackers (i.e., more antennas or a higher transmission gain).
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Figure 13—Prevention result at different transmit-
ter locations. Artificial noise has less effect on far-away
transmitters but those transmitters also get less chance for
mounting successful attacks.

However, this is not a proper solution since it turns the
link-based source identification into an arms race between
the transmitters and the attackers, undoing the benefit to
secure wireless systems by physical security. It can also stop
AMITM by shuffling/changing the location/value of 802.11
probing sequence, as suggested in [27]. Changing this pro-
cess helps prevent attackers from evaluating Hta, which is
essential to reproduce the injected signature as shown in
Section 3. However, this method requires major modifica-
tions on both the transmitter and the receiver, thus making
it impractical.

Instead of modifying the hardware of transmitter devices
or changing the existing WiFi protocol, we propose a novel
protection mechanism based on the same principle of signal
injections to make Hta unknown to the attacker. Fig. 13(a)
illustrates our idea that requires only the modification at
the receiver (i.e., access point). As shown in this figure,
the receiver uses a spare antenna to add a random white
noise, noisep, during the probing process. This way, only the
receiver can estimate CSI correctly because the sent noise
pattern needs to be known and removed before estimating
CSI [21]. A similar method was also proposed in [3, 20]
for stopping eavesdropping but we use it in preventing the
estimation of Hta. Note the noise sent from the receiver’s
additional antenna need not be synchronized with transmit-
ters since it is only used by the receiver (synced with the
same internal clock) to estimate CSI.

Since Hta is estimated incorrectly, if there is an attack
node relaying the authorized packet, the transmitted noise
will also be magnified and then forwarded. The receiver is
unable to remove this changed noise from the relayed/injected
packet, thus knowing the existence of AMITM by monitor-
ing the received noise pattern. For example, if the aver-
age CSI difference (including the relayed noise) in the last
5 packets is used as a prevention metric, the result of this
metric for attacked and not attacked datasets is plotted in
Fig. 13(b). When the attack node is located near the re-
ceiver (e.g., t01∼t05), the difference of this prevention met-
ric between the attacked and not attacked datasets is sig-
nificant because the attacker receives and relays the strong
noise sent from the receiver if it is located nearby. When
the attacker is located farther away, such as t14, the re-
ceiver would not be able to identify the attack because the
attacker receives less noise when it is farther away. However,
as shown in Fig. 11(b), the attacker also gets less chance to
reproduce the injected link signature at these far-away lo-
cations. If we exclude the cases where AMITM is unable
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Figure 14—Result of signal Angle of Arrival (AoA).
AoA difference between fabricated and genuine packets is re-
duced when the underlying channel characteristic is injected
by AMITM.

to reproduce the injected signature (assuming the TD rate
is set to 95%), this prevention metric gets less confused to
identify AMITM. Based on our test with the same dataset
used in Section 5, the current setting of our countermea-
sure can identify 93% AMITM with only 7% false positives.
The performance of this method can be further improved by
sending a well-designed artificial noise so the relayed noise
can be easily identified. In future, we would like to conduct a
more in-depth study of this countermeasure. We will discuss
other potential methods to stop AMITM in Section 8.

7. RELATED WORK
Physical security, also known as non-cryptographic secu-

rity, is a way to provide system security by utilizing physical-
layer or hardware characteristics. It offers an additional
security layer with minimal overhead (i.e., no cost of key
change and encryption/decryption). For example, it can
hide confidential messages by adding artificial noise [3, 20] or
identify wireless transmitters by hardware imperfection [4,
11, 13] and wireless link properties [29, 34, 35]. Since se-
curity is enforced by low-layer information, it is commonly
believed to be able to stop traditional attacks efficiently and
hard to be exploited at software layer.

Nevertheless, with the advance of radio technology, physical-
layer characteristics are shown to be forged and replayed if
the attacker knows the genuine physical feature at the re-
ceiver. For example, hardware imperfection, such as the
modulation errors and the clock skews, can be easily es-
timated and forged by any nearby rogue devices since the
packet (and also its hardware characteristics) is broadcasted
over the air [4, 14]. Existing studies also show that once the
link signature (e.g., CSI or RSS) is known, rogue devices can
easily forge those channel characteristics even if the attacker
is located at the different locations [8, 22, 28]. However, in
reality, a genuine link signature is hard for attackers to ob-
tain unless they get the AP’s cooperation or an additional
receiver is placed at a half wavelength (about 5cm) away
from the AP. Unlike these studies, AMITM removes this
stringent assumption and extends the attack scheme by in-
jecting fake link signatures in the training phase.

The closest to AMITM are [17, 18, 26], all of which inject
controlled signals in the training phase but for different pur-
poses. For example, Simon et al. [17] proposed specialized
jamming to fool the key-generation process based on chan-
nel fluctuation. Song et al. [18] discussed the possibility for
a user to fabricate his own channel response for hiding his
location change, which is unable to impersonate an autho-
rized transmitter as shown in this paper. Hongbo et al. [26]

discussed the same vulnerability of polluting link signature,
but the attacker in their scheme was designed only to send
a burst of unprocessed packets during the training phase
and expect the AP to use packets sent from the attacker
as the authentication reference. This scheme can be easily
identified by either checking link signature distribution or
monitoring the unusual traffic pattern. In contrast, AMITM
injects link-based signatures stealthily and reproduces them
with a high probability. An attack methodology to relay
analog signals was also mentioned in [27] without its eval-
uation. Note that this work focuses on the practical issues
of link-based source identification. Specifically, in AMITM,
the attackers pretend to be legitimate transmitters by inject-
ing link signatures. Other attacks which instead breach the
confidentiality provided by physical security can be found
in [30, 32, 33].

8. DISCUSSION
We have shown the potential vulnerability of link-based

source identification. The proposed attack model is prac-
tical and will likely and readily be exploited in the near
future. For example, the ongoing research of commercial
software-defined radios [7] will make AMITM possible only
by modifying the installed software.

There are several proposals of link-based source identifi-
cation, but none of them has been standardized. We have
demonstrated the concept of AMITM against a general scheme
of CSI-based identification. However, it doesn’t restrict the
capability of AMITM on other systems. For example, the
received angle of arrival (AoA) estimated by MUSIC algo-
rithm represents the direction of sent signal and it can be
used to identify the packet source [35]. An example of this
technique is shown in Fig. 14, the packets sent from trans-
mitters t12 and t06 can be easily distinguished by their AoA
since the packets come from different directions. However,
once the signal is injected as introduced in this paper, the
receiver is unable to distinguish packet source as shown in
Fig. 14(b) because the underling channel property is modi-
fied by the injected signal.

We have evaluated AMITM by building a prototype based
on WARP boards and collecting the real-world CSI traces
from commercial devices. Due to the hardware limitation
of WARP, our current implementation is unable to operate
in real time. Implementing AMITM attack in real time is
helpful to characterize it further, which is part of our on-
going work. Note that there have been several real-time
implementations of full-duplex relay [9, 12], which is an ac-
tive area of wireless communications. AMITM attack can
be implemented by utilizing/modifying any of these existing
systems.

During our experiments, we found some artifacts at the es-
timated link signature when CSI is fabricated. For example,
the side lope of estimated AoA is slightly inflated as shown
in Fig. 14(b) because the injected CSI (i.e., HtaHat) violates
the assumption of MUSIC algorithm. Another example is
that the channel correction among antennas of fabricated
packets is higher than a normal packet because the relayed
channel signature, Hta, is the same at all receiving anten-
nas. This phenomena can also be found in Fig. 9 where the
injected CSI at three antennas look similar to each other.
Utilizing these artifacts will help us identify AMITM with
less overhead, which is also part of our future work.



9. CONCLUSION
We have proposed and evaluated AMITM, a novel at-

tack model targeting link-based source identification. It ex-
ploits the nature of shared wireless medium to inject semi-
controlled link signatures in the training phase and repro-
duces a similar link signature in fabricated packets. Our
evaluation based on commercial APs shows AMITM can
make 90% more fabricated packets classified as sent from
authorized transmitter. A countermeasure against AMITM
is also proposed without modifying the transmitter’s hard-
ware and existing wireless protocols.
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